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you can earn more peach points for forex tester through different operations and turn these peach points into awesome rewards. you can get lots of peach points of forex tester for registration.
you can earn many peach points for every dollar you spend at forextester.com. you can share more peach points of forex tester, you can check the product (limit 1 per week) to get more peach
points via promopro uk at forextester.com, and they will celebrate your birthday with more peach points of forex tester at forextester. forex backtesting software is a type of program that allows
traders to test potential trading strategies using historical data. the software recreates the behaviour of trades and their reaction to a forex trading strategy, and the resulting data can then be

used to measure and optimise the effectiveness of a given strategy before applying it to real market conditions. backtesting trading strategies work on the assumption that trades that have
performed successfully in the past will perform well in the future. traders can now analyse ratios such as the sharpe ratio, the recovery factor, position holding times, and many other

characteristics, over 40 different characteristics can be analysed in the 'strategy tester' report. there are also balance and equity graphs that can ascertain the time distribution of profit/loss and
positions taken over the course of weeks, months, and even years. forex tester will be the best trading platform, that is why forex tester is the most sought-after products in the world. the project
has already gained the status of the best trading software in the world. it is worth mentioning that this software stands out from all the competitors due to the trading interface, which is extremely

user-friendly and simple to use.
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you have to enter the kind of instrument you want to trade. you can choose between forex, futures, fx, or options. you can also choose to buy or sell. in case you choose to trade against the
current market, forex tester allows you to set the price. you can set the currency pair to be traded, the time-frame, the duration, and the type of order you want to place. you can also set your
entry price and stop loss. the price you can't pay is your maximum profit. forex tester will present the trading position in terms of open, pending, filled, and cancelled orders. in order to analyse
the performance of the trade, you can measure the performance of each of the orders, generate an average, and analyse the performance of the trading strategy over time. you can generate a
histogram to understand the patterns of the trade. forex tester allows you to export data in various formats like csv, excel, and xml. you can quickly analyse the performance of a given strategy

using a chart. in forex tester, you can also save and use a chart in a file. you can also analyse the performance of a trading strategy over different timeframes, enter the parameters of the
strategy, and generate reports. the graph can show the performance of the strategy over time, and even the performance of each strategy type. forex tester allows you to make a chart in a

variety of formats like png, gif, and jpg. risk warning: the tester is a free software. so, you are fully responsible for your investment and trading. the tester is intended for use by those who are
familiar with technical indicators and trading strategies and are experienced in financial markets. the program is not for newbies. please use it at your own risk. 5ec8ef588b
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